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Executive summary 
Iris is the European Space Agency’s (ESA) program to develop a comprehensive satellite ATM 
system for SESAR based on a global communication standard.  

As part of incrementally working towards the long-term Iris goals, the Iris Precursor service will 
provide air–ground communications for initial 4D flight path control by 2018. 

This deliverable is part of “T2.4 – Coordination and preparation of V&V phases” activity.  

The SESAR 15.2.5 project technical baseline is focused on:  

• [SPR ATS] for Air Traffic Data Communication Services (Safety and Performance),  

• [INTEROP ATS] for the Interoperability Requirements.  

 

This document provides the Verification report from Project 15.02.05 on the Iris Precursor system. It 
describes the results of verification exercises defined in 15.02.05-D02 and how they have been 
conducted. Iris Precursor integration and testing activities includes: 

- Phase 1: Airborne systems Verification 

- Phase 2: Laboratory SDU-ATSU Integration Verification 

- Phase 3: Iris Precursor System Laboratory Test Verification  

- Phase 4: Iris Precursor System Flight Test Verification  
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Purpose of the document 
This document provides the Verification report for Iris Precursor system. It describes the results of 
verification exercises defined in 15.02.05 - D02 and how they have been conducted. 

1.2 Intended readership 
This document is expected to be of primary interests for partners of the 15.02.05 Project, who will get 
from this report the factual data on the performance of the Iris Precursor system.  

This document is also intended to serve as input for SATCOM Class B standards, and should hence 
be of interest to the organizations involved in these standardization groups, including notably the 
EUROCAE WG82 and the RTCA SC223. 

1.3 Structure of the document 
This document is structured as follows: 

- Chapter 1 is an introduction describing the purpose of the document and the intended 
readership. 

- Chapter 2 describes the context of the Verification. It includes a summary of the verification 
exercises. 

- Chapter 3 defines the verification approach, describing how the verification exercises were 
implemented and where they have been performed (Suppliers or Airbus Laboratory, Flight 
Test). 

- Chapter 4 gives a summary of the verification exercises results 

- Chapter 5 provides the conclusions and recommendations 

- Chapter 6 gives a summary of the verification activities performed on ATSU and SATCOM at 
supplier level 

- Chapter 7 gives a summary of the verification activities performed at Airbus laboratory on 
ATSU and SDU integration 

- Chapter 8 gives summary of the verification activities performed at Airbus laboratory on i4D 
testing and performance assessment 

- Chapter 9 gives a summary of the verification activities performed during Flight test. 

- Chapter 10 is a list of applicable and reference documents 

 

1.4 Glossary of terms 
Aeronautical mobile-satellite (R) service (AMS(R)S): An aeronautical mobile-satellite service 
reserved for communications relating to safety and regularity of flights, primarily along national or 
international civil air routes.  

SESAR Programme: The programme which defines the Research and Development activities and 
Projects for the SJU.  

SJU Work Programme: The programme which addresses all activities of the SESAR Joint 
Undertaking.  

ATSU (Air Traffic Services Unit) is the main component of Airbus ATIMS (Air Traffic and Information 
Management. System) – in this document the term ATSU refers to this airborne communication unit 
installed on Airbus aircraft family.  

Unicast: the one-to-one transmission of data packets to one specified destination  
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Multicast: the one-to-many transmission of data packets to interested destinations  

Broadcast: the one-to-all transmission of data packets to all possible destinations  

Communication protocol: A set of rules defining how network entities interact with each other, 
including both syntactic and semantic definitions  

Layered protocol: A class of communication protocols that is sub-divided into separate layers, each 
of which performs distinct functions.  

Protocol stack: A specific instance of a layered protocol that defines the communication protocol.  

The satellite communication system developed within the Iris Programme supports several 
protocols in parallel, each with its own terminology. The ISO-OSI reference protocol stack 
terminology is used for describing these protocols. 

Physical Layer: The physical layer defines the Satellite Communication System waveform, including 
modulation and coding.  

Link Layer: The link layer defines the media access method (often referred to as MAC - Media 
access control) as well as framing, formatting and error control (often referred to as LLC - logical link 
control).  

Network Layer: The network layer defines the format of end-to-end data packets, as well as routing 
of packets within the network  

Transport layer: The transport layer defines end-to-end functionalities such as reliable/unreliable 
data transport, flow and congestion control.  

The transport layer operates end-to-end, and is implemented only in the end systems. 
Therefore, it has no direct impact on the Satellite Communication system. However, the 
mechanisms of the transport layer have to be carried, in the form of overhead on network 
layer packets and additional packets.  

Ground Segment (GS): The collection of all entities in the System located on ground.  

User Terminal (also called Airborne Earth Station - AES): The avionics onboard the aircraft that 
implements the communication protocol and provides the interface to other on-board elements via an 
on-board network.  

Air Navigation Service Provider (ANSP): a body that manages flight traffic on behalf of a company, 
region or country.  

Transaction: The basic unit of interaction between peer parties used for operational, safety and 
performance assessments. An interaction includes one or more operational messages that are 
transmitted using the same communication medium from one party to the other. It also includes 
related message activities, i.e. message identification, message composition, and message 
recognition.  

Connection Establishment Delay: Connection establishment delay, as defined in ISO 8348, 
includes a component, attributable to the called subnetwork (SN) service user, which is the time 
between the SN-CONNECT indication and the SN-CONNECT response. This user component is due 
to actions outside the boundaries of the satellite subnetwork and is therefore excluded from the 
AMS(R)S specifications.  

Data Transfer Delay requirements are set by the need to assure that data link messages are 
delivered through the communications system in a timely manner. The measured transfer delay 
characteristics of a subnetwork and its elements are normally characterized by data which, plotted as 
a histogram, appear as an probability distribution having a biased offset (latency) from the zero value. 
The DO-270 expresses three different values of transfer delay the latency, the mean value (transit 
delay) and the 95th-percentile value. These values are the minimum necessary to combine properly 
the delay data of individual elements, systems and subnetworks for aggregated delay values (e.g., for 
"end-through-end" delays). (RTCA DO-270).  

Data Transfer Latency of the AMS(R)S System is defined under conditions of no user traffic loading 
other than the test block itself; however, normal system management traffic and protocol overhead 
traffic are expected to be present, due to management entities internal to the subnetwork. Thus, 
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2 Context of the Verification 
Project 15.02.05 is a technological project dealing with the addition of SATCOM system as a new 
communication mean that can be used over ATN network. Iris Precursor system is envisaged as a 
complementary solution supporting i4D and aeronautical data sharing. 

The objective of the verification phase was thus to perform real evaluation of the Iris Precursor 
system, using prototypes in laboratory environment and Flight trials.  

The corresponding Verification Plan / Strategy is documented in the document 15.02.0-D02. 

2.1 System Overview 
Iris Precursor system is composed basically of two main airborne equipment, SATCOM and ATSU 
(highlighted in Figure below). The SATCOM is providing SBB connection through SBB Inmarsat I-4 
satellite constellation while the ATSU is providing the ATN connectivity. 
Under 15.02.05 project both system prototypes will be available to perform verification exercises. 

Figure 1: Iris Precursor System Overview 

The Iris Precursor SATCOM prototype is based on the existing and certified MCS-7200 mod C 
developed by Honeywell. In the frame of this project, Honeywell will develop a specific software 
module implementing the ATN Airborne Datalink Gateway (ATN-ADGW) that is the counterpart of the 
ATN Ground Datalink Gateway (ATN-GGW). This modification is limited to software and adaptation of 
existing SATCOM module. No hardware modification needed. 

The Iris Precursor ATSU prototype is based on: 

- Last ATSU FANS B+ product (CSB8.3) for the hostplatform, Router (ATN capability over
SATCOM) and Hardware

- Last ATSU SESAR prototype i4D capable (ATSU std3) for ATC applications. The application
is a reuse without any modification

The adaptation is done on hostplatform for the SATCOM interface and on the router to add ATN 
capability over SATCOM. 

The definition of the interface between SATCOM and ATSU has been addressed in 15.02.05 – D04. 

2.2 Summary of Verification Exercise/s 

2.2.1 Summary of Verification Objectives 
Iris Precursor Verification Objectives have been defined with the SESAR 15.02.05 partners and are 
listed in the attached Excel file: 

15.02.05 - Iris 
Precursor Verification 
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2.2.2 Choice of methods and techniques 
Refer to the Verification Plan (15.02.05 - D02) 
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Figure 3: Iris Precursor Test Configurations 
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3.3 Deviations from the Planned Activities 

3.3.1 Deviations with Respect to the Verification Strategy 
N/A 

3.3.2 Deviations with Respect to the Verification Plan 
Compared to the Verification Plan [D02] some deviations have arisen along the project course. The 
following deviations are listed hereunder: 

- It was agreed that validation activities defined in D02 are in fact verification activities in the 
eye of SJU. To ease the reading, this document will only refer to verification exercise 

- It was planned that the modification will be performed on SDU and HSDU equipment. It was 
finally decided that the modification will be only made on HSDU equipment as Honeywell is 
proprietary of this product. 

- Due to the directly above deviation, Airbus laboratory and Airbus Aircraft adaptation were 
necessary. It was basically wiring modification. 

- Delay on component delivery led the project to decide to split SATCOM prototype #1 in two 
prototypes (proto#0 and proto#1). See details in section 6.2.2 

- VPN establishment for Phase 2.2 test configuration was made between Inmarsat and CGI 
due to Airbus difficulties to setup properly the VPN configuration (Airbus security constraints) 

- MUAC is the only ANSP to actively participate in Phase 3 and 4 testing. 

 
Note: It is worth to note that none of these deviations are impacting the VVO defined in the frame of the SESAR 
Iris Precursor project. 
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4 Verification exercises Results 

4.1 Summary of Verification Exercises Results 
The Table 2 below is synthesizing all the test results in regard to Verification Objective and  for all 
the Verification phases of the 15.02.05 project. 

 

Different VVO status in  the sixth column are depicted: 

- Passed means the test has been successfully completed 

- Partially Passed means that not all test procedures were successful and minor limitation 
noticed and reported in comment column  

- Not completed means test procedures were not all performed 

- Failed means the test was not successful 
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4.2 Analysis of Verification Exercises Results 
IRIS Precursor Phase 2 objectives dealt with SATCOM-ATSU System integration verification: 

- Phase 2.1: assessment of ATSU-HSU integration with one emulated SBB network regarding 
ATN OSI DATALINK transfer 

- Phase 2.2: assessment of end to end network to provide ATN/OSI network services over 
SBB 

Preliminary assessment of avionics integration was performed without AGGW on SATCOM side. 

End to end network assessment was performed in a configuration not fully representative of final one 
with one VPN terrestrial link between INMARSAT and CGI Ground Gateway/Air-Ground Router, but 
with real SBB SATCOM services. 

Laboratory test campaign enables to conclude ATSU and SATCOM L1 units provide basic capabilities 
with some issues regarding operations and robustness: 

- Subject to VDL2 settings condition and nominal WB V3 negotiation, initial ATN connectivity 
establishment can be processed and maintained 

- Loss of ATN services and ATN connectivity is partly managed (ATSU and SATCOM sides) 
- WB V3 ATSU negotiation with SATCOM is not robust 
- ATN layers traffic events require forward analysis (retransmissions, sequences, delays) 
- Filtering of overly frequent join/leave events is not implemented (Function not mandatory with 

the current AAP parameter defined so no functional limitation induced) 

As a consequence, possible inconsistency can occur between single actual SATCOM status, and 
ATC/NOTIFICATION availability status reported on MCDU pages. 

Regarding non-regression testing: 

- No FWS spurious alert event trigger observed 
- ATSU dataloading performed without noticed regression (some loads with no signature 

present) 
- Spurious BITE failures and spurious BITE interactive behaviour are noticed on ATIMS 

 
IRIS Precursor Phase 3 purpose is to assess the end-to-end performances of the new SATCOM and 
new ATSU in an i4D capable environment, including the end-to-end ATN data link chain, which 
includes the satellite communication medium and the full data link chain at ANSPs. 
 
Phase 3 tests campaign enables to conclude ATSU and SATCOM L2 units provide capabilities to 
perform ATN operations over SATCOM SBB: 

- CMA Logon procedure 
- CPDLC exchanges 
- ADS-C contracts 

Connectivity management is functionally satisfactory. 
Network service enables to perform ATN operations. 
 
End to end transmissions performances comply with Required Communication Performance nominal 
time for CPDLC operations (RCP 130 as per ED228) under tests campaign distribution exposure. 
ADS-C End to end transmissions performances comply with Required Surveillance Performance  
nominal delivery time (RSP 160 as per ED228) under tests campaign distribution exposure but was 
not statistically demonstrated for both FMS configurations. 
 
2 DMDs processed on previous ATSU IRIS CSBR8.3.3 are corrected: 

- DMD 814 - ATSU IRIS Loss of connectivity (ATN service) partially taken into account 
- DMD 815 - ATSU IRIS ISH frames retransmissions at [ES-IS] layer level 

 
1 Anomaly processed on previous SATCOM IRIS L1 is corrected: 

- Anomaly #1 - Under constrained AES disconnection from ground (GGW), no 
leave event is generated; and AAP link is not actually restored 
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Regarding phase 4, the Flight Test of the A330 was performed on February the 23th 2016.  

During the first part of the flight, from Toulouse until crossing back the French border at Biarritz level, 
content of ADS-C reports was limited to 20 waypoints instead of 128 waypoints as initially requested. 

ADS-C contracts with 128 waypoints were then established until the end of the flight but 128 
waypoints reports cannot be forwarded to the ground.  

The flight test allowed however the transmission of numerous ADS-C reports and CPDLC messages 
to the ground during the first part of the flight. These exchanges represent a good sample of data to 
assess performances. 

Post flight analysis showed that the ATN link via SATCOM offered performances compliant with 
performance requirements for both ADS-C and CPDLC messages. 
No major issue at ATSU or at SDU level has been noticed during the 1st part of the flight. 

Satcom spotbeam handovers were transparent to the crew, no communication link disruption being 
observed. 

The detailed analysis of the verification Exercises can be found in each verification exercise report 
from Section 6 to Section 9. 

The following paragraph is reporting the problems observed during the different test phase. 

4.2.1 Unexpected Behaviours/Results 
During the verification exercises the following problems have been encountered: 

This paragraph references ATSU issues recorded in SESAR database (ATSU_R&D Grefie database). 
ATSU IRIS stands for CSBR8.3.3. 
 

- ATSU IRIS Williamsburg V3 ATSU Negotiation with SATCOM robustness 
- ATSU IRIS Loss of connectivity (ATN service) partially taken into account 
- ATSU IRIS ISH frames retransmissions at [ES-IS] layer level 
- ATSU IRIS IDRP questionable traffic 

 

On CSBR8.3.4, no other noticeable ATSU anomaly was noticed during the Phase 3 test campaign. 

Regarding issues detected on CSBR8.3.3: 

- The issue “ATSU IRIS Loss of connectivity (ATN service) partially taken into account” has 
been corrected and its correction validated. 

- The issue “ATSU IRIS ISH frames retransmissions at [ES-IS] layer level” has not been 
observed anymore. This issue can then be considered as corrected.  

 

“ATSU IRIS IDRP questionable traffic” issue has not been monitored or further investigated on 
CSB8.3.4 as it is linked to IDRP layer which has not been modified in the frame of the IRIS Precursor 
project. Moreover this issue has no operational impact.  

Corrections have been implemented for “ATSU IRIS Williamsburg V3 ATSU Negotiation with 
SATCOM robustness” issue. Those corrections globally improved ATSU/SDU interface robustness 
but have not solved that issue. The limitation is then still encountered on CSBR8.3.4. 

During the flight test, no ADS-C report containing 128 waypoints can be exchanged. This problem 
seems due to an anomaly at ground facilities followed by an ADS-C application freeze.  

 

This paragraph references the SATCOM anomalies discovered during the Phase 2 test campaign. 
SATCOM IRIS anomalies are monitored at Honeywell level using SESAR 15.2.5 SW Problems 
Tracking file: problems are “JIRA task” referenced. 
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Anomaly #1 (JIRA task IRISPREC-112, IRISPREC-137): Under constrained AES disconnection from 
ground (GGW), no leave event is generated and sent by SATCOM; and AAP link is not actually 
restored. 
This anomaly has been corrected with the Prototype#2 used during Phase 3 test campaign. 
 
An issue was encountered with MUAC frontend (DLFEP) when the sizes of the reports are larger than 
16Kbits. This limitation enabled to perform most of the tests with a core size of EPPs (up to 64 
waypoints), However, it caused some issues in the assessment of the performances of the SATCOM 
communications at the limit (some EPPs with 128 waypoint EPPs were exchanged, but only for a very 
limited number which does not allow statistical analysis). This anomaly is not specifically linked to the 
SATCOM communication, and will be corrected by MUAC in the frame of SESAR2020. 
 
All the details could be found in section 6, 7, 8 and 9. 
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5 Conclusions and recommendations 

5.1 Conclusions 
Globally speaking the SESAR 15.02.05 project results are deemed satisfactory.  

From prototype point of view a good level of maturity has been achieved throughout the project as 
there is no blocking anomaly and very few remaining open problem on both prototypes. 

From performance perspectives, the compliance to RCP130 and RSP160 was demonstrated during 
tests performed in Phase 3 and 4. This level of performance is the expected one for ATN baseline 2 
services defined in the ED228. 

The conclusion of the SESAR 15.02.05 is that all the objectives set were fulfilled. 

Please refer to section  6.1.4, 6.2.4 7.1.3,  8.1.4 and 9.1.4 for detailed conclusions for Phase 1, 2, 3 
and 4. 

5.2 Recommendations 
At project level the following recommendations could be made: 

- Test environment representativeness 

It has been experienced during the first phases of the project some difficulties regarding 
testing, either at supplier level or Airbus laboratory. The attention was really focused on 
prototype development but it was proved that we lacked test environment representativeness 
during early phases when we were testing only part of the whole chain.  

- Statistical sample 

All the conclusions made on performances are based on a limited set of data that were 
collected during phase 3 and phase 4. The question remains regarding the 
representativeness, in a statistical way, of the RCP and RSP ED228 compliance. 

- Flight Test 

The flight test was performed with a FMS simulator that were generating fixed EPP data. The 
level of confidence is high that a real FMS interfaced would not have degrade the 
measurement but it was not verified. 

It was not possible to exchange ADS-C report with 128 waypoints (that is the maximum 
allowed). At some time the limit would have to be tested in flight conditions.  

Note: This last remark is only applicable to flight test because during phase 3 a large number 
of ADS-C report containing 128 waypoints were exchanged 

 

On a more global view, the verification exercises performed in SESAR 15.02.05 project had some 
limitations that temper the conclusions stated in the previous paragraph. Indeed, the project was 
attached to demonstrate that satellite communication using Iris Precursor service could support i4D 
exchanges and comply to associated performances. All the verification exercises were performed with 
the SATCOM as the only ATN communication means on-board, i.e. VHF was disabled for the sake of 
the testing objective. It is not realistic to imagine that Iris Precursor will be embedded on aircraft as a 
standalone solution, i.e. without VHF VDLm2 capability. So multilink problematic arise. 

Plus, all the test were done with only one Iris Precursor user meaning that the network availability, 
capacity and load was not stressed out. To make an analogy with VDLm2, it is necessary to know 
when the Iris Precursor service will be overloaded, congested and what the timeframe is. 

Global project recommendations would be then, to address particularly the verification exercise on 
multilink aspect and assess the Iris Precursor sustainability in time performing global simulation 
(including VDLm2 models) and/or Very Large scale Demonstrations.  
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That is why such area are proposed to be dealt with in SESAR 2020 project (PJ14.2.2). 

Please refer to section  6.1.4, 6.2.4,  7.1.3, 8.1.4 and 9.1.4 for detailed recommendation for Phase 1, 
2, 3 and 4. 
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6 Phase 1 - Verification Exercises reports 

6.1 Phase 1.1 – ATSU Verification Exercise Report 

6.1.1 Verification Exercise Scope 
The Verification will be performed on all ATSU prototypes with the SDU prototype during the 
integration test (Phase 1) on the supplier test bench. The supplier will perform ATSU prototype 
verification on equipment bench with simulated interfaces and networks. 

The verification exercise for Phase 2 is in accordance with [8]Iris Precursor Verification Strategy 

6.1.2 Conduct of Verification Exercise 

6.1.2.1 Verification Exercise Preparation 
First part of the tests were performed at Rockwell Collins premises as they are in charge of the router 
part of the ATSU and the rest of the tests were performed on EYY ATSU integration bench. 

The following tools have been used for the tests (instrumentation/monitoring/recording/test setting): 

- ANETO AIO (IRIS v1.0.0.4373) to simulate SATCOM unit and to interface ATSU 

6.1.2.2 Verification Exercise execution 
• ATSU prototype #1 (CSB 8.3.3) 

- Router verification at Rockwell Collins 

- ATSU integration at Airbus on EYY equipment bench 

Rockwell Collins Router verification were performed from 02/04/2015 to 05/06/2015. Some extended 
testing were run due to SATCOM delay. 

EYY ATSU integration were performed from 01/01/2015 to 18/06/2015 

• ATSU prototype #2 (CSB 8.3.4) 

- ATSU integration at Airbus on EYY equipment bench 

EYY ATSU integration was performed from 14/12/2015 to 16/12/2015. 

6.1.2.3 Deviation from the planned activities 
None 

6.1.3 Verification exercise Results 

6.1.3.1 Summary of Verification exercise Results 
Refer to section 4.1 

6.1.3.2 Analysis of Verification Exercise Results 
All tests led by Rockwell Collins and EYY were passed, dealing with: 

- Performance at start-up 

- Software upload 

- Operational functionalities 

- Memory and CPU use 
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- Labels control (especially newly defined ones in the frame of IRIS) 

System behaviour was judged satisfactory regarding all previous points.   
 
Additional tests implying applicative exchanges were not achieved due to test tool limitations.  

No blocking issue was however identified during this Verification Exercise. 

6.1.3.2.1 Unexpected Behaviours/Results 
This section references open issues observed during the verification phase of ATSU CSB 8.3.3 
standard: 

- Some ISH frames are wrongly retransmitted (ATN issue) 

- ATC ATN communication through SDU is possible only if VDLm2 link is established 

- IDRP connection is established only after 2-3 minutes (interoperability issue between 
ANETO and ATSU) 

During Verification phase of ATSU CSB8.3.4, a random software reset was also observed. This issue 
is also present on ATSU CSB8.3.3 but it was only perceptible after a test tool modification 
implemented between ATSU CSB8.3.3 and ATSU CSB8.3.4 deliveries. This issue does not prevent 
communication between ATSU and SDU and foreseen tests could be achieved without limitation. 

6.1.4 Conclusions and recommendations 

6.1.4.1 Conclusions 
On a first basis the verification exercise for Phase 1.1 is deemed satisfactory because all the 
objectives are fulfilled. Refer to section 4.1 for more details on the achievements of VVOs. But after 
Phase 2 verification exercise it can be noted that some behaviour or anomalies discovered could 
have been anticipated at equipment verification level, i.e. Phase 1.1. Use of real SATCOM if possible 
because Simulated environment lack of representativeness. 

6.1.4.2 Recommendations 
Regarding the above conclusion the recommendation that follows is: 

Due to the lack of representativity of the simulated environment, especially on the interface between 
ATSU and SATCOM, it is recommended to have a dedicated session with the real SATCOM. 

Moreover, in the frame of this Verification phase, test tool maturity and representativeness is crucial 
and has to be assessed as early and as entirely as possible.     

Proceeding as described will thus allow anticipating anomaly discovering. 

6.2 Phase 1.2 – SATCOM Verification Exercise Report 

6.2.1 Verification Exercise Scope 
The Verification will be performed on all prototypes at SATCOM supplier facility with the supplier test 
bench. The supplier will perform SDU prototype verification on equipment bench with simulated 
interfaces and networks. 

The verification exercise for Phase 2 is in accordance with [8] Iris Precursor Verification Strategy 

6.2.2 Conduct of Verification Exercise 

6.2.2.1 Verification Exercise Preparation 
When possible the verification exercise was performed in two steps : 

- BCC test bench in Brno, Czech Republic 
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Partial test bench regarding MCS system. Only software test performed on the BCC 

- MCS system test bench in Ottawa, Canada 

Complete system integration with possibility to perform real connection with satellite 

6.2.2.2 Verification Exercise execution 
Two prototypes were planned to be produced in the frame of SESAR 15.2.5 Iris Precursor project. 
Due to integration problematics of SATCOM internal component (ADGW) it has been agreed to split 
the first prototype in two in order to anticipate integration with ATSU. 

The verification exercise execution is as follow: 

- Prototype #0 (L0) from 05/10/2014 to 19/06/2015 

- Prototype #1 (L1) from 22/06/2015 to 09/10/2015 

- Engineering Build Prototype #2 from 07/12/2015 to 17/12/2015 

- Prototype#2 (L2) from 12/01/2016 to 15/01/2016 

 

6.2.2.3 Deviation from the planned activities 
None 

6.2.3 Verification exercise Results 

6.2.3.1 Summary of Verification exercise Results 
Refer to section 4.1 

6.2.3.2 Analysis of Verification Exercise Results 
This paragraph deals with the verification phase in Honeywell premisise. All tests defined in the 
Software Accomplishment Summary [10] were passed: 

- The timing performance (i.e. position reporting delay and latency across AES) proved 
very difficult to measure accurately in realistic environment.  

o In the future for formal testing (including MOPS) more accurate test procedures will 
have to be defined in coordination with BPLT suppliers (SPCI) 

o The tests performed were not able to precisely decouple AES delays from test tools 
delays (BNE, BPLT). In this setup the end-to-end (i.e. pseudo air-to-ground) delays 
were between 1 and 2 seconds. 

No blocking issues were identified at LUAR. The list of identified issues was tracked and all issues 
were fixed and re-tested by Honeywell for the final FFAR release. 

6.2.3.2.1 Unexpected Behaviours/Results 
This section references open issues observed during the verification phase of SATCOM prototype #0 
and #1 on phase 2: 

- No leave after AAP timeout: Leave not reported in absence of AAP traffic and AAP keep 
alives expiration 

- Timers inconsistency: The timers used by ADGW on BCC behave inconsistently in some 
tests (i.e. sometimes they seem to expire later than expected) 

- PDP and AAP status reporting: The status of PDP and AAP is not correctly reported to the 
test controller from BCC 

- Short outages: The “short outages” test is failing – Leave reported immediately 
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- BCC log files: The BCC log files format and content is to be consolidated 

  

During the verification phase of SATCOM prototype #2 on phase 3, the following issues have been 
raised: 

- BCC time not synchronized with UTC: The time available on BCC is the time provided by CP 
internal clock. This clock is not synchronized with UTC. 

- Channel card crash: The long run test in Honeywell’s test bench setup (with BPLT and BNE) 
was failing due to channel card crashes. This has never been observed when testing over the 
satellite from Airbus lab (during Phase 2 and Phase 3 lab test campaign) so it seems to be 
associated with the bench setup. Furthermore a mitigation is implemented in the FFAR 
version of the software – if the crash occurs, the channel card gets automatically reset. 

 

6.2.4 Conclusions and recommendations 

6.2.4.1 Conclusions 
The overall verification exercise is deemed satisfactory although a slow start has been experienced 
during Phase 2 lab test campaign. This situation was caused mainly by two factors: testing 
environment definition and supplier test bench representativeness. The next paragraph is detailing 
recommendation to avoid the same downs in the future 

6.2.4.2 Recommendations 
Regarding the above conclusion recommendations that could be made are the following: 

Environment testing definition: Put a particular focus on definition and development of test 
environment. Some test limitations have been experienced due to non-availability of test environment 
for proto#0 delivery 

Supplier test bench representativeness: Ensure to have representative set of test performed on the 
complete real system and over the air. It has been experienced some regression when test on 
complete SATCOM system at supplier level were skipped. 
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7 Phase 2 - Verification Exercises reports 

7.1 Verification Exercise Scope 
The aim of this Verification Exercise was to validate the correct behaviour of the SATCOM and ATSU 
systems and their integration with the other avionics systems. The scope of these tests, on Long 
Range program, includes the verification of the newly introduced ATN for SATCOM function, as well 
as non-regression testing of the following functionalities: 

- Cockpit voice 
- BITE 
- Warnings and alerts 
- HMI 
- ATSU dataloading 

 

The verification exercise for Phase 2 is in accordance with [8]Iris Precursor Verification Strategy 

7.1.1 Conduct of Verification Exercise 

7.1.1.1 Verification Exercise Preparation 
All the tests were performed on CNS SA/LR integration bench, representative of a Long Range Airbus 
environment. 

The CNS SA/LR integration bench is composed of following real avionics equipment: 

- SATCOM 

o Satellite Data Unit (SDU) / High Speed Data Unit (HSDU) 

o HSDU Data Module (HDM) 

o High Power Amplifier (HPA) / Diplexer and Low Noise Amplifier (DLNA) / Beam 
Steering Unit (BSU) / High Gain Antenna (HGA) 

- Air Traffic Service Unit (ATSU) 

- Datalink Control and Display Unit (DCDU) 

- Multipurpose Control and Display Unit (MCDU) 

- Audio Management Unit (AMU) 

- Audi Control Panel1/2/3 (ACP) 

- Centralised Maintenance Computer (CMC) 

 

The following tools have been used for the tests (instrumentation/monitoring/recording/test setting): 

- ANETO AIO (IRIS v1.0.0.4373) to monitor the exchanges between HSDU and ATSU 
- ANETO AIO (IRIS v1.0.0.4373) to simulate SATCOM unit and to interface ATSU 
- ANETO A (V12.4) to simulate ATSU peripherals (FMS, FWS) 
- ANETO AIR SOL (V9.1.2) to simulate VHF3 unit (Mode 2 AOA) and to interface ATSU 
- SYGAM to simulate ADIRS 
- Stable position switches to simulate LGCIU 

 

7.1.1.2 Verification Exercise execution 
ATSU prototype#1 (CSB8.3.3) delivered on 22nd June 2015 as for SATCOM prototype#0 (L0). 
SATCOM prototype#0 was not embedding Airborne Datalink Gateway 

SATCOM prototype#1 (L1 - full function) was delivered on 12th October 2015 
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GDGW was available on CGI premises since 30th September 2015 with a VPN link between Inmarsat 
network and CGI laboratory 

Phase 2.1 execution start from 22nd of June and was concluded on 23rd October 2015  

Phase 2.2 execution start from 12th October 2015 and was concluded on 6th November 2015 

7.1.1.3 Deviation from the planned activities 
None 

7.1.2 Verification exercise Results 

7.1.2.1 Summary of Verification exercise Results 
See paragraph 4.1 for details results of this verification exercise 

7.1.2.2 Analysis of Verification Exercise Results 

7.1.2.2.1 Phase 2.1 
A first SATCOM prototype L0 was delivered for phase 2.1 and tests have been performed with the 
following configuration: 

 
Figure 4: Phase 2.1 – ATSU-HSU integration 

The AGGW was not implemented on this prototype, and AAP protocol was simulated by sending Join 
or Leave events from the test controller. Moreover, ground ES-IS and IDRP frames were hand-
generated with the test controller. 
 
A first ATSU prototype was delivered for phase 2.1 and phase 2.2. 

7.1.2.2.1.1 ATSU / SATCOM exchanges 
ATSU and SATCOM exchange protocol messages using Williamsburg V3 over label 307 and label 
304. 
General Format Identifier (GFI) of SOF command frames is in accordance with ATN exchanges (GFI: 
0x5 as reported by AAIO IRIS). 
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ATSU exchange NET address using [ES-IS] ISH PDU; it is possible to generate upstream ISH PDU 
using Test Controller and Python scripting. 
It is possible to complete unusual IDRP connection sequence1 – enabling ground ISH taking into 
account by ATSU – exchanging OPEN (/), UPDATE (/) and KEEPALIVE () PDUs so as to 
achieve: 

- NOTIFICATION AVAILABLE on MCDU NOTIFICATION page2 
- VHF3 DLK AVAIL – ATC on MCDU DATALINK STATUS page3 

No rejection was observed during tests. 
ISH frames retransmissions from ATSU were observed: CSBR8.3.3 Open issue. 
 
‘SATCOM subnetwork access’ functional block operations cannot be assessed (no AGGW 
implemented). 
 
The following issues were noticed during tests: 

 A429 layer – WilliamsBurg V3 Negotiation & Maintenance 
 [ATSU/SATCOM]DMD813 Unexpected/not systematic twin negotiation sequence, without 

noticed impact 
 IDRP layer 
 [ATSU]DMD816 Unexpected IDRP connection restart sequence, with indeterminate impact 

(possible no guarantee of outstanding PDUs expiration before new BIS-BIS connection 
establishment) 

 [ATSU]DMD816 Unexpected IDRP sequence number increment, without noticed impact 
 [ATSU]DMD816 correct IDRP routes advertisement TBC, without noticed impact 
 [ATSU]DMD816 Unexpected/not systematic IDRP traffic (retransmissions), with pending 

analysis and possible impact on ATN connectivity 
 
The OVV is stated Partially PASSED, with Open issues. 

7.1.2.2.1.2 Label 172 verification 
From an initial state (ATSU powered on then SATCOM powered on), Williamsburg V3 protocol is 
established after V1 initialization and V3 switch on ATSU side upon reception of label 172 from 
SATCOM with bit 18 set to 1 (v3 capability). 
 
However, after a SATCOM reset or SATCOM restart, the ATSU tries to establish WB V1, even if it 
receives label 172 with WB V3 capability from HSDU. One ATSU reset enables WB V3 negotiation 
recovery (not systematic). Without reset, protocol remains un-established – ALO V1 from ATSU and 
ALR V3 from SATCOM – and SATCOM is in accordance stated INOP in DATALINK status page. 
 
The following issues were noticed during tests: 

 A429 layer – WilliamsBurg V3 Negotiation & Maintenance 
 [ATSU]DMD813 does not switch to A429 WB V3 upon reception of Label 172 with V3 capability 

after SATCOM reset or restart 
 [ATSU]DMD813 switches to A429 WB V3 with more than approx 5s delay after its 1st ALO V1 

whereas Label 172 with V3 capability is available and broadcasted 1Hz after ATSU reset 
 
The OVV is stated FAILED.  

                                                      
1 Refer to appendix regarding sequence implemented through test controller. 
2 Under NOTIFICATION supplementary conditions (pre-requisite). 
3 IRIS Precursor ATSU specific. 
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7.1.2.2.1.3 Packets exchange verification 
In phase 2.1 configuration, the AAP layer is not emulated at test controller level. 
Therefore, AAP encapsulation and de-encapsulation of messages and PDU packets cannot be 
assessed. 

The OVV is stated Not Completed. 

7.1.2.2.1.4 Join / Leave events 
In phase 2.1 configuration, the join and leave events were manually generated by the test controller 
through Python command lines. Then the SATCOM forwarded the event to the ATSU.  

When receiving a join event, ATSU starts sending ISH PDU, as expected. 

When receiving a leave event, ATSU stops protocol traffic, as expected. 
Nevertheless ATN loss is not reported (NOTIF and ATC remain available on MCDU HMI). 
Furthermore, in case a join event is received before IDRP Hold Timer expiration, the IDRP route is 
actually not discarded and ATSU sends KEEPALIVE PDU on IDRP layer. 
ATSU starts to establish a route from scratch after a join event received when Hold Timer is expired. 
Respectively, after a leave event is received, ATC and NOTIF loss of availability are reported only 
after Hold Timer is expired. 
 
The following supplementary issues were noticed during tests: 

 ES-IS layer 
 [ATSU]DMD816 Unexpected/not systematic ISH delay vs. join event 
 IDRP layer 
 [ATSU]DMD816 Unexpected/not systematic IDRP traffic after leave/join sequence on previously 

established/expired connection 
 

The OVVs are respectively stated PASSED and FAILED. 

7.1.2.2.1.5 Label 270 verification 
Content of label 270 is correctly updated according to the status of the systems, at the exception of 
Bit 17 which is not in accordance with SDU log-on status, without noticed impact. The reported 
datalink availability (Bit 11) is conforming to the join/leave events. 
 
ATSU transmits data packets to SATCOM only when datalink is reported as available (SATCOM 
Label 270 bit 11). 
Upon reception of leave event – datalink reported not available – ATSU does not transmit any more 
data packets to the SATCOM. 
Nevertheless, in case ATN was established, ATN loss is not reported and it is apparently possible to 
send a downlink message: on MCDU 

- DATALINK STATUS page: ATC is still declared available (VHF3 DLK AVAIL – ATC) 
- NOTIFICATION page: NOTIF* is still declared available and it is actually possible to key 

NOTIFY (followed by ‘ATC CENTER NOTIFYING’ message but without downstream traffic) 
 
The OVV is stated Partially PASSED. 

7.1.2.2.1.6 Logs assessment 
• ATSU logs 

ATSU ISM logs (ISM FLASH SYNC) can be retrieved off-line. 
It was possible, using ATSU Dataloader IT Tool, to download ISM_FLASH_SYNC files. 
Assessment of ATSU ISM logs by Design Office post analysis is correct. 
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• SATCOM logs 

Depending upon the activated traces, the channel card BGAN status, the SpotBeam information, the 
attach state or the WBv3 events were available in real time via the RS232 interface.  
On phase 2.2 prototype, the ADGW status could be observed with a Python tool installed on the test 
controller laptop. 
However, the PDP context information was not available as the activation / termination is 
automatically managed by the channel card. 
 

• Instrumentation logs 

AAIO traces and logs assessment is included in Lab Test Procedure so as to support tests analysis 
and pre-requisites for phase 3 and phase 4 analysis activities. 
They are not considered as part of VVO assessment. 
 
The OVV is stated Partially PASSED. 

7.1.2.2.1.7 SATCOM non regression tests 
As SATCOM was not connected to real network on phase 2.1, it has been decided to perform these 
tests on phase 2.2. 

7.1.2.2.1.8 ATSU non regression tests 
• FWS Interface 

This interface has not been tested with real FWS but by monitoring ATSU Label 270/271/272 on 
output bus: 

- Label 270 Bit 14 (cf. COM VHF3 DATA FAULT) is consistently set to 1 when VHF3 is OFF 
- Label 270 Bit 21 (cf. COM SATCOM DATA FAULT) is consistently set to 1 when SATCOM is 

OFF or WB V3 protocol is not established (no protocol established) 
- Label 276 bit 24 (cf. COM HF DATA FAULT) is consistently set to 1 when HF1 is OFF 

Therefore, each possible WARNING trigger actually observed is explained: no spurious warning 
expected. 
 
SATCOM data loss simulation: in case of SATCOM bus loss simulation (jumper removed on ATSU 
BoB), Label 270 bit 21 is consistently set to 1; in case of loss of datalink service reported by 
SATCOM, Label 270 bit 21 is not impacted (datalink is not available but SATCOM is not failed for 
datalink). 
SATCOM loss simulation: warning superseding (SATCOM FAULT vs. SATCOM DATA FAULT) is not 
assessed without real FWS on CNS SA/LR. 
 

• BITE / CMC Interface 

ATSU1 (1TX1) class 3 failure (462134) is to be justified: pending supplier analysis (spurious BITE 
message identified during ATSU LUAR). 
SDU1 (5RV1)/ATSU1 (1TX1) class 3 failure (232834) is to be justified: pending supplier analysis. 
NO RESPONSE to <LAST LEG REPORT request in some cases is to be justified: to be monitored vs. 
reproducible processing. 
 
BITE failure regarding HSDU ALR V3 failure is not tested. 
 

• ATSU Dataloading 

ATSU Dataloading with PDL PMAT 2000 ® was performed without noticed regression with two 
methods: using A615-3 and A615-A. 
 
USB media was used to upload ATSU packages from source CD to PMAT 2000 (no CD device). 

No signature Present in loads: LA2T0J13099P0L1, LA2T0D60005E0F1, LA2T0D40005B0F1, 
LA2T0K39901K0F1, LA2T0EB0001E0F1, LA2T0D200J8B0L1, LA2T0C20030E0F1. 
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[ATSU Dataloading (previously loaded): CD, PDL PMAT 2000 ®, ARINC 615-3] 
It was possible, using A615-3 interface, to upload from one previously loaded configuration: 

- IRIS Precursor [Host Platform] item in approx. 24mn 59sec 
- IRIS Precursor other items 
- Another ARF configuration 

It was also possible to upload a previous set of loads (CSB8.3). 
ATIMS LRU identification from CMC pages was relevant. 
 
[ATSU Dataloading (previously loaded): CD, PDL PMAT 2000 ®, ARINC 615-A] 
It was possible, using A615-A interface, to upload from one previously loaded configuration: 

- IRIS Precursor [Host Platform] item in approx. 1mn 59sec 
- IRIS Precursor other items 
- Another ARF configuration 

It was also possible to upload a previous set of loads (CSB8.3). 
Configuration verified using “Get Information” service from PMAT tool was relevant. 
 
Note: CSB8.3 Host platform (SA) load was declared “Signature valid” (LA2T0J1307H00L1) in PMAT 615-
3 tool, but stated “No signature present” (LA2T0J1307H00F1) in PMAT 615-A tool. 
 
The OVV is stated Partially PASSED. 

7.1.2.2.1.9 Robustness verification 
SDU reset / HSDU reset: Not applicable as it is not representative due to test setup issues in 
Phase 2.14 (no add-on to previous tests). 

In case of ATSU reset, due to WB negotiation issues, establishment of ATN from scratch 
over SATCOM can occur whereas VDL2 is not established: ATC and NOTIFICATION will 
not be available under those circumstances. 

Upon SATCOM System Test under ATN communication established over SBB, SATCOM is 
declared INOP on DATALINK status page, whereas ATC and NOTIFICATION remain 
available. See previous observations regarding traffic management. Test is not conclusive 
as HSDU reboots as a consequence to System Test: tests conditions are as initial ones. 

As a consequence to WB V3 Negotiation issues, ATSU does necessarily re-initialize A429 
WB V3. 
The OVV is stated Partially PASSED. 

7.1.2.2.2 Phase 2.2 
Tests on phase 2.2 have been run in the following configuration: 

 
Figure 5: Phase 2.2 – ATSU-HSU integration with ATN-GGW in CGI Lab over INMARSAT 

 

7.1.2.2.2.1 Packet exchanges verification 
ATSU and SATCOM exchange protocol data packets in both ways, so as to complete ATN 
connectivity establishment from scratch with a ground ATN router via SBB services. 

                                                      
4 Phase 2.2 is concerned by limitations on GGW/AGR. 
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AAP correct encapsulation (respectively de-encapsulation) of packets can only be deduced from 
observations as no monitoring capability are provided regarding AAP layer on ATN/OSI GGW/AGR 
side. 
 
The OVV is stated PASSED. 

7.1.2.2.2.2 Join / Leave events 
In phase 2.2 configuration, the join and leave events are automatically managed by SATCOM in 
accordance with AAP log-on and ATN service availability. 
ATSU behavior when a join event (resp. a leave event) is sent by SATCOM remains as per previously 
observed (refer to §7.1.2.2.1.4 Join / Leave events). 
In case of manual log-off, or even I3 AOR-W log-on, leave event is broadcasted. 
In case of auto log-on on I4 Alphasat, and deduced AAP established, join event is broadcasted. 
 
The following supplementary issues were noticed during tests: 

 AAP layer 
 [SATCOM]Anomaly#1 Under constrained AES disconnection from ground (GGW), no leave 

event is generated and sent by SATCOM; and AAP link is not actually restored 
 [SATCOM] Satellite ID (I4 Alphasat) is hardcoded in SATCOM S/W so as to enable AAP 

connection 
 

The OVVs are respectively stated PASSED and FAILED. 

7.1.2.2.2.3 SATCOM filtering of overly frequent leave events 
It was not possible to simulate overly frequent leave events: there is no operational case that can lead 
to short and frequent leave events. Moreover, this filtering has not been implemented in the HSDU. A 
leave event is transmitted as soon as a loss of link is detected. 

This OVV could thus not be tested. 

7.1.2.2.2.4 ATN / GDGW connection 
SATCOM manages partially automatically the connection to the ATN-GGW and reports datalink 
status to the ATSU: 

- SATCOM self establishes log-on, registration and attachment to the network 
- SATCOM self establishes one PDP context 5 
- SATCOM self establishes log-on to the ATN Ground Gateway 
- SATCOM partly resolves IP address of ATN Ground Gateway 

o Satellite ID vs. AAP protocol primitives is hardcoded in SATCOM L1 prototype 
o CGI ATN Ground Gateway IP address is hardcoded in SATCOM L1 prototype 

- SATCOM reports to ATSU the ATN service join event 
- SATCOM reports to ATSU the leave event in case of (manual) log-off (constrained loss of 

link with the ground) 
- SATCOM does not manage proper AES log-off with GDGW (see § 6.2.2) 
- SATCOM reports to ATSU the join event after SATCOM auto log-on completed (activated 

from MCDU) 
ATSU initiates a route with the ground after receiving a (first) join event. 
If a Leave event is received, the ATSU does not reinitiate route with the ground router after receiving 
another join event: if a previously established route was pending with IDRP hold timer not expired, 
ATSU keeps it alive using KEEPALIVE PDU. 
 
Routes completion testing was constrained due to GDGW/AGR limitation: in case of unusual 
disconnection, AES constrained log-off and AGR reset is requested. 
Simulation of SATCOM satellite handovers (from I4 to I3 satellite and I3 to I4 reversion based on 
service preferences) so as to loss and recover link with the ground was not preformed. 
Testing was not relevant as it was equivalent to testing from scratch (cf. GDW/AGR limitations). 
 
                                                      
5 Could not been verified in the logs as the PDP context opening is managed by the channel card. 
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The OVV is stated Partially PASSED. 

7.1.2.2.2.5 SATCOM non regression 

• Voice function: 
Several Air-to-Ground and Ground-to-Air calls could have been established, and the call termination 
could be realized both from ground and ACPs. 

P4 and P3 call priorities have been tested both on I-3 and I-4 satellites and the preemption has been 
performed successfully: a higher priority call preempts the in-progress communication as expected. 

Audio quality, although not tested in an aircraft representative environment, has been judged correct 
both onboard and on ground.  

• MCDU HMI: 
All the SATCOM menus and pages could be accessed. Phone calls have been established from both 
directory and manual dialing pages.  

The log-on status displayed is in accordance with the SATOM log-on state; log-off, manual and 
automatic log-on have been performed, as well as SAT / GES selection. 

• FWS interface: 
This interface has not been tested with real FWS but by verifying the status of label 270 at the output 
of the SDU.  

The COM SATCOM FAULT (label 270, bit 20) was correctly triggered when simulating a SATCOM 
failure. The COM SATCOM VOICE FAULT could not be tested in lab as it was not possible to 
generate a SATCOM failure impacting only voice functionality. 

No spurious alert has been noticed during the Phase 2 test campaign. 

The SATCOM Alert memo (label 270, bit 24 or 25) was also correctly set when an incoming call of 
priority >P4 was received onboard. 

• BITE / CMC interface: 
The SATCOM BITE pages could be accessed through MCDU. No unexpected fault has been 
reported by the SATCOM, either in interactive or normal mode. 

A system test has been performed and no fault was displayed at the end of the test. 

PIM BIT test has also been done and test result has not shown any signal degradation. 

• Dataloading : 
It has been agreed with Design Office that no assessment of dataloading function would be done on 
SATCOM system as no SDU evolution is introduced and HSDU software change is to be assumed by 
the supplier. 

 
The OVV is stated PASSED. 

 

7.1.2.2.3 Unexpected Behaviours/Results 
Tests performed were constrained by limitations on GGW/AGR: 

- In case of unusual disconnection, it is required to reset service on ground segment (logging 
off AES and resetting AGR) 

This paragraph references ATSU DMDs recorded in SESAR database (ATSU_R&D Grefie** 
database). ATSU IRIS stands for CSBR8.3.3. 
 

- ATSU IRIS Williamsburg V3 ATSU Negotiation with SATCOM robustness 
- ATSU IRIS Loss of connectivity (ATN service) partially taken into account 
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- ATSU IRIS ISH frames retransmissions at [ES-IS] layer level 
- ATSU IRIS IDRP questionable traffic 

This paragraph references the SATCOM anomalies discovered during the Phase 2 test campaign. 
SATCOM IRIS anomalies are monitored at Honeywell level using SESAR 15.2.5 SW Problems 
Tracking file: problems are “JIRA task” referenced. 

- Anomaly #1 (JIRA task IRISPREC-112, IRISPREC-137): Under constrained AES disconnection 
from ground (GGW), no leave event is generated and sent by SATCOM; and AAP link is not actually 
restored. 

7.1.3 Conclusions and recommendations 

7.1.3.1 Conclusions 
IRIS Precursor Phase 2 objectives dealt with SATCOM-ATSU System integration verification: 

- Phase 2.1: assessment of ATSU-HSU integration with one emulated SBB network regarding 
ATN OSI DATALINK transfer 

- Phase 2.2: assessment of end to end network to provide ATN/OSI network services over 
SBB 

Preliminary assessment of avionics integration was performed without AGGW on SATCOM side. 

End to end network assessment was performed in a configuration not fully representative of final one 
with one VPN terrestrial link between INMARSAT and CGI Ground Gateway/Air-Ground Router, but 
with real SBB SATCOM services. 

Laboratory test campaign enables to conclude ATSU and SATCOM L1 units provide basic capabilities 
with some issues regarding operations and robustness: 

- Subject to VDL2 settings condition and nominal WB V3 negotiation, initial ATN connectivity 
establishment can be processed and maintained 

- Loss of ATN services and ATN connectivity is partly managed (ATSU and SATCOM sides) 
- WB V3 ATSU negotiation with SATCOM is not robust 
- ATN layers traffic events require forward analysis (retransmissions, sequences, delays) 
- Filtering of overly frequent join/leave events is not implemented 

 
As a consequence, possible inconsistency can occur between single actual SATCOM status, and 
ATC/NOTIFICATION availability status reported on MCDU pages. 
 

Regarding non-regression testing: 

- No FWS spurious alert event trigger observed 
- ATSU dataloading performed without noticed regression (some loads with no signature 

present) 
- Spurious BITE failures and spurious BITE interactive behaviour are noticed on ATIMS 

 

They do not constitute blocking points regarding next phase (phase 3) V&V objectives. Only specific 
end-to-end pre-requisites are required as S/W evolutions. 

7.1.3.2 Recommendations 
The phase 2 verification exercise was deemed satisfactory so there is no specific recommendations 
to be addressed. 
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8 Phase 3.1 - Verification Exercises reports 

8.1 Verification Exercise #1 Report 

8.1.1 Verification Exercise Scope 
The purpose of this Verification Exercise was to assess ATSU and SATCOM L2 systems – developed 
in the frame of the SESAR P15.2.5 project – with ground IRIS systems via real ATN network over 
SATCOM SBB for i4D operations: 

- CMA Logon procedure 
- CPDLC exchanges 
- ADS-C contracts 
- Connectivity management 
- End to end transmissions performances 

 
The verification exercise for Phase 3 is in accordance with [8] Iris Precursor Verification Strategy. 
  

8.1.2 Conduct of Verification Exercise 

8.1.2.1 Verification Exercise Preparation 
Tests were performed on CNS SA/LR system integration bench, representative of a Long Range 
Airbus environment, and on SA/ATM functional integration bench (coupled to CNS for communication 
means capabilities), and representative of a SA Airbus environment with real i4D FMS capabilities. 
 
Real avionics equipments of the CNS SA/LR benches are the same than those described in the 
§7.1.1. 
 
The following tools have been used for the tests (instrumentation/monitoring/recording/test setting): 

- ANETO AIO (IRIS v1.0.0.4373 beta v1.1) to monitor the exchanges between HSDU and 
ATSU, including protocol data at avionics level 

- ANETO A (V12.4) to monitor the exchanges between FMS and ATSU (including label 232) 
- ANETO A (V12.5) to monitor the ATSU FTI internal traces (Debug Trace) 

 
The following tools have been used for tests post-processing: 

- VmeDlsDecoder 1.0 
- Applicative Decoder 1.0 

 
For this project, MUAC used the usual SESAR Datalink test bench. This test bench is composed of: 

- One frontend (DLFEP): this frontend allows to connect to the SITA ATN network and was not 
upgraded for this project. It is the same release that was used for i4D Step C, and which is 
also used in the frame of the SESAR PEGASE project with Airbus. 

- One ground chain emulator (AFAME): this emulator enables to emulate the ground ATC 
chain. It triggers the sending of CPDLC messages and ADS-C contracts by the frontend, and 
also enables to analyse the messages received by the frontend. This emulator was upgraded 
for the PEGASE project and reused as such within the 15.2.5 project. 

8.1.2.2 Verification Exercise execution 
ATSU prototype#2 (CSB8.3.4) was delivered on 17th December 2015. 

SDU prototype#2 was delivered on TBD.  

Phase 3 was divided into three parts: 

- A 1st test session (as a pre-test session) took place the 10th of December 2015 with MUAC 
TEST CTR using a simulated VHF3 and: 
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o ATSU CSBR 8.3.3 (L1)  

o HSDU L2 

- The 2nd test session during which VVOs were checked, took place the 15th of January 2016 
with MUAC TEST CTR using a real VHF3 unit set in Voice mode and: 

o ATSU CSBR 8.3.4 (L2) 

o HSDU L2 FFAR 

- As all VVOs have not been checked, a third session took place from February 15th to Marck 
9th on the CNS SA/LR SIB bench. 

 

Two FMS were used for the tests: FMS THALES/GE and FMS HONEYWELL. Tests performed with 
FMS THALES/GE (resp. FMS HONEYWELL) will be notified under THA configuration (resp. HWL 
configuration) wording. 

8.1.2.3 Deviation from the planned activities 
SATCOM/ATN Test network current implementation does not enable ATN connectivity with Airbus 
ground end systems. Only one single ATN connectivity with MUAC test centre was possible. 
 
Filtering of messages unintended to the aircraft (i.e. wrongly addressed) has not been assessed: the 
capability to send such messages was not implemented at MUAC ATC GND centre facilities. 
 
Multiple ADS-C connections have been assessed with specific contract requests definitions (including 
flight test preparation) without impact on verification objective. 
  
Release of CPDLC connection has not been assessed for all airborne termination use cases. 
 
ADS-C Periodic contracts have been assessed with specific contracts requests definition (Reporting 
rate constrained at 2mn) and specific durations without impact on verification objectives. 
ADS-C – Loss of SATCOM communication means has been assessed with specific contracts 
requests definition (Reporting rate and Number of waypoints) without impact on verification 
objectives. 

ADS-C – Loss of SATCOM communications means has been adapted so as to demonstrate 
capability to resume in case of short time recovery. 

ADS-C Performances assessment distribution exposure in THA configuration for event contracts is 
under 24 transactions. 

8.1.3 Verification exercise Results 

8.1.3.1 Summary of Verification exercise Results 
See paragraph 4.1 for details results of this verification exercise. 
  

8.1.3.2 Analysis of Verification Exercise Results 
 

8.1.3.2.1 CMA – Logon procedure 
 

The A/C initiated CM logon procedure was achieved with TESTEDYA, up to CPDLC connection: 
- E2E transport connection is established for CM application in less than 3s 
- CM logon response is received in less than 3s with consistent versions of ADS and PM-

CPDLC applications 
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8.1.3.2.4 ADS-C contracts 

8.1.3.2.4.1 ADS-C contract management 
 

SATCOM/ATN test network and IRIS Precursor avionics enabled to manage ADS-C contracts: 
- On Event contract requests from the ground, accepted by the A/C: requests received on 

board, associated ACK received on ground, 1st baseline report sent and received on ground 
and DCDU (resp. MCDU) display consistently updated ADS CONNECTED (1) 

- On Event contract connection cancellation from A/C: DISCONNECT order sent and received 
on ground (ADS user abort), DCDU (resp. MCDU) display consistently updated, no more 
event report transmission 

- On Event contract connection cancellation from ground centre: cancel request sent and 
received on board, associated ACK sent and received on ground, DCDU (MCDU) display 
consistently updated, no more event report transmission 

- Periodic contract requests from the ground, accepted by the A/C: requests received on 
board, associated ACK received on ground, 1st periodic report sent and received on ground 
and DCDU display consistently updated ADS CONNECTED (1) 

- Periodic contract connection cancellation from A/C: DISCONNECT order sent and received 
on ground (ADS user abort); capability to recover one ADS connection 

- Periodic contract connection cancellation from ground centre: cancel request sent and 
received on board, associated cancel confirmation sent and received on ground, DCDU 
(resp. MCDU) display consistently updated, no more periodic report transmission; capability 
to recover one ADS connection 

 
Acceptation and cancellation mechanisms operated correctly. 
 
Due to limitations on available tests configurations (no ATN connectivity with Airbus end systems, 
ATN connectivity enabled for one single end system: MUAC), ADS-C contracts 
acceptation/cancellation mechanisms have not been assessed in multiple connections use cases for 
SA real FMS configuration (SA/ATM FIB sessions). 
Those use cases have been assessed without noticed anomaly with ANETO A FMS simulation for LR 
simulated FMS configuration (CNS SA/LR sessions). Refer to Erreur ! Source du renvoi 
introuvable. Erreur ! Source du renvoi introuvable.. 
 
The VVO is stated PASSED. 

8.1.3.2.4.2 ADS-C demand contract 
 
SATCOM/ATN test network and IRIS Precursor avionics enabled to perform E2E ADS-C Demand 
contract operations: 

- Requests of demand contracts from LFCB, positively acknowledged or confirmed (with Non 
Compliance stated in accordance with request) by ATSU 

contract on demand for ETA min max on a waypoint of the trajectory 
contract on demand for EPP with EPP reporting window set to 32 waypoints 
contract on demand for EPP with EPP reporting window set to 64 waypoints 
contract on demand for EPP with EPP reporting window set to various values (64...128) waypoints 
and for ETA min max on a waypoint of the trajectory 
contract on demand for EPP with EPP reporting window set to 128 waypoints 

- Reports received on ground with consistent ETA-min-max indication OR consistent number 
of waypoints (32, 64, 72,… 127 in accordance with simulated 3D frame content) 

-  ADS-C Demand contract transactions transparent on cockpit HMIs as expected (DCDU 
without indication, CONNECTION STATUS on MCDU still stated ARMED) 

- Request of demand contracts from ground are not received on board when sent with another 
addressed aircraft (cf. OVV “Messages Filtering”) 

contract on demand for ETA min max on a waypoint of the trajectory 
contract on demand for EPP with EPP reporting window set to 32 waypoints 

 
The following issue was noticed during tests: 
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In one test session, it was not possible to process operation for 128 waypoints: only positive 
acknowledgement was received on ground (no report); it was then not possible to process other 
demand requests – no positive acknowledgement received on ground – until Provider abort due to 
Timer expiry; afterwards it was possible to process other requests for 32 and 64 waypoints but not for 
128 waypoints (only POS ACK). 
ADS freeze is questioned. 
It was not possible to reproduce the sequence for further analysis during next test session as request 
for 128 waypoints was completed (see above). 
 
The VVO is stated PASSED. 

8.1.3.2.4.3 ADS-C On Event contract 
 

SATCOM/ATN test network and IRIS Precursor avionics enabled to perform E2E ADS-C On Event 
contract operations: 

- Requests of event contracts from TESTEDYA, positively acknowledged by A/C 
event contract for EPP-change with EPP reporting & monitoring windows set to 32 waypoints 
event contract for EPP-change with EPP reporting & monitoring windows set to 64 waypoints 
event contract for EPP-change with EPP reporting & monitoring windows set to 128 waypoints 

Event reports received on ground (baseline reports and downlinks under event processed6: waypoint 
sequenced or inserted/deleted) with consistent number of waypoints 
 
The following issues were noticed during tests: 

 (COTP4) Transport issue leading to ground (TESTEDYA) Disconnection Request and ADS 
provider abort 

 
During January 15th AM semi session (HWL configuration), it was not possible to complete ADS 
contract request for 128 waypoints as per test procedure:  request of contract was received and 
positively acknowledged by A/C, no report (including baseline report) was received on ground 
whereas COTP4 (upstream and downstream) traffic was observed (both on air and ground 
sides). 22s after contract request, ADS Provider abort indication is detected on ground with 
reason ‘communications-service-failure’. Disconnect Request is sent from ground (and 
Confirmed by A/C). 3mn39s after disconnect confirm, ground BIS sent IDRP ERROR PDU due 
to Hold Timer expiry: indicative of not received KEEPALIVE from ATSU by AGR in the 
questioned interval or in the prior minute to request. 
The sequence has not been reproduced during PM semi session (THA configuration). 
 
 After analysis on MUAC (TESTEDYA) frontend (DLFEP) side, a limitation regarding the 

sizes of the reports managed (reports larger than 16Kbits) induces inability to manage 
correctly those reports and leads to spurious short term provider abort. It is to be noted that 
this anomaly is not specifically linked to the usage of SATCOM communication. 

 
The OVV is stated PASSED. 

8.1.3.2.4.4 ADS-C Periodic contract 
 

SATCOM/ATN test network and IRIS Precursor avionics enabled to perform E2E ADS-C Periodic 
contract operations: 

- Requests of periodic contracts from TESTEDYA with 2mn reporting rate, positively 
acknowledged by A/C 

contract with ETA min max on a WPT of the trajectory and EPP with EPP extent set to 32 waypoints 
contract with ETA min max on a WPT of the trajectory and EPP with EPP extent set to 64 waypoints 
contract with ETA min max on a WPT of the trajectory and EPP with EPP extent set to 128 
waypoints 

                                                      
6 As per FMS Trajectory status on EPP computation: Point Sequenced event, or Flight Plan Change 
event. 
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- Periodic reports sent by A/C, including Basic data, Extended Projected Profile (with 
respectively 32/64/128 waypoints) and ETA min-max on requested waypoint, with approx. 
2mn rate timer (cf. DMD 613 ATSU limitation) 

- Periodic reports received on ground, with consistent number of waypoints and periodicity of 
approx. 2mn with variable drift limited to 8s as observed. 

 
The following issues were noticed during tests: 

 (COTP4) Transport issue leading to ground (TESTEDYA) Disconnection Request and ADS 
provider abort 

 
During January 15th AM semi session (HWL configuration), it was not possible to complete ADS 
periodic contract request for 64 waypoints as per test procedure (OK for 32, not tested for 128):  
request of contract was received and positively acknowledged by A/C, no report was detected on 
ground whereas COTP4 (upstream and downstream) traffic was observed (both on air and 
ground sides). Between 6s and 29s after contract request, ADS Provider abort indication is 
received on ground with reason ‘communications-service-failure’. Disconnect Request is sent 
from ground (and Confirmed by A/C). 
The sequence has not been reproduced during PM semi session (THA configuration). 
 
 After analysis on MUAC (TESTEDYA) frontend (DLFEP) side, a limitation regarding the 

sizes of the reports managed (reports larger than 16Kbits) induces inability to manage 
correctly those reports and leads to spurious short term provider abort. It is to be noted that 
this anomaly is not specifically linked to the usage of SATCOM communication. 

 
The OVV is stated PASSED. 

8.1.3.2.4.5 ADS-C connection management 
Refer to 8.1.3.2.4.1 for connections cancellation mechanisms. 
 
Regarding loss of SATCOM communication means and loss of ADS-C connection: 
After SATCOM log off, ATN link is no more available (Leave event): ATC DATALINK COM NOT 
AVAILABLE is displayed on DCDU, ADS is still stated CONNECTED on MCDU as long as specific 
timer is not expired. As long as ATC datalink is not available, no ADS report is sent. 
In case of ATN recovery (SATCOM log-on plus ATN self-recovery up to IDRP layer) before specific 
timer expiry, ADS remains stated CONNECTED as expected and reports periodic sending is 
resumed: first with staked reports in the interval, then with ‘on time’ reports. 
Nevertheless, sequence observed questions the resuming mechanism implemented as staked 
(delayed) reports are sent with supplementary delay: as observed: 

- 13:44:10 periodic report sent 
- 13:44:38 loss ATN (SATCOM log-off) 
- 13:48:01 ATN recovered – (2 reports stacked @13:46 and @13:48) 
- 13:49:15 74s after ATN recovery, periodic report sent (Time Stamp 13:46:16) 
- 13:49:18 periodic report sent (Time Stamp 13:48:21) 
- 13:50:25 periodic report sent 

 
In case of (ATN recovery after) specific timer expiry, ADS is stated ARMED on MCDU (loss of 
connection detected on board) approx. 6mn after last periodic report sent. 
On ground side, ADS provider abort is received with consistent reason (communications-service-
failure). 
After ATN recovery, it is possible to restore one ADS connection. 
 
The VVO is stated PASSED. 
 
 

8.1.3.2.4.6 ADS-C Multiple connections 
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SATCOM/ATN test network and IRIS Precursor avionics enabled to perform E2E multiple ADS-C 
connections operations: up to maximum number of established contracts (i.e. 4 contracts) 

- Successive establishment of 1, then 2, 3, 4 concurrent ADS connections 
- Requests of contracts positively acknowledged by A/C 

From LFCB (contract #1), periodic (5mn) contract with ETA min max on a Fix and EPP with 32 
waypoints 
From LFCB (contract #1bis), event contract for EPP-change with EPP reporting set to 20 waypoints 
From TESTEDYA (contract #2), event contract for EPP-change with EPP reporting set to 20 
waypoints 
From LFSA (contract #3), periodic (5mn) contract with ETA min max on a Fix and EPP with 32 
waypoints 
From LFTN (contract #4), periodic (5mn) contract with ETA min max on a Fix and EPP with 64 
waypoints 

- Reports received on ground with consistent content 
- Supplementary Requests of demand contract from LFCB positively acknowledged by ATSU 

contract on demand for ETA min max on a waypoint of the trajectory 
- Supplementary demand-contract Reports received on ground with consistent ETA-min-max 

indication 
- ADS-C Demand contract transactions transparent on cockpit HMIs as expected 
- ADS-C Demand contract transactions transparent over other pending ADS connections 

(reports received on ground) 
- DCDU display consistently updated from ‘ADS CONNECTED (1)’ to ‘ADS connected (4)’ 
- MCDU ADS detail page consistently updated with centers connected 
- connection cancellation from A/C to LFTN: DISCONNECT order sent and received on 

ground (ADS user abort), without noticed impact on pending connections and DCDU and 
MCDU display consistently updated 

- ground connection cancellation from LFSA: cancel request associated cancel confirmation 
received on ground 

- ground connection cancellation from LFCB: cancel all contract request confirmation received 
on ground  

 
The OVV is stated PASSED. 
 

8.1.3.2.5 CPDLC performances 
 

CPDCL end to end transmissions performances are assessed processing CPDLC Transaction Time 
values for each transaction performed. 
 
The end to end transmission and performance criteria are based on: 

- ET Transaction time: time delay between U/L and D/L reception of operational answer at 
ATC GND centre level 

- TT95% Transaction time: time at which 95 percent of all transactions are operationally 
completed 

 
The considered sample is hereby a limited distribution exposure: CPDLC loadable clearance UMs 
and CPDLC standard clearance UMs were performed as per the following sessions: 

- January 15th AM under FMS HWL configuration, with TESTEDYA end system 
- January 15th PM under FMS THA configuration, with TESTEDYA end system 
- March 11th PM under FMS THA configuration, with LFDE end system 
- March 21st PM under FMS HWL configuration, with LFCB end system 

 
Operational representativeness (Cockpit operations and workload, Controller operations and 
workload) is not managed but as per definition operation to process tests are in the loop and impact 
values. 
Network load representativeness is assumed to be partial: 

- SBB network configured so as service provided is under ‘safety service’ priority 
- Dedicated IRIS Precursor AGGW/AGR in Burum INMARSAT GES 
- Adjacencies with SITA Test (staging) ATN router 
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The OVV is stated PASSED. 
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The Datalink connection via SATCOM/ATN test network and IRIS Precursor avionics enabled to 
support CM operations, CPDLC operations, ADS-C operations: 

- Network transition time qualitatively satisfactory 
- Data consistency without noticed issue 

No operational blocking point was observed: general ADS reporting + loss of SATCOM 
- From cockpit crew (A/C) point of view 
- From ATC ground center point of view 

QoS assessment is nevertheless processed under the same issues expressed in performances 
paragraphs (operational and network load representativeness, limited distribution exposure). 
 
The OVV is stated PASSED. 

8.1.3.2.8 SATCOM Link management transparency 
 

SATCOM Link management transparency was assessed by simulating one SBB narrow beam 
handover. GES handovers and RAN/Core Network failures were not tested (N/A): no ground 
capability in term of implementation or test means. 
 
Under the established initial conditions - ATN over SATCOM/SBB established, CPDLC connection 
established with TESTEDYA (UM285 received and acknowledged), and ADS connection established 
with TESTEDYA (5mn periodic contracts reported on ground) – it was simulated one narrow beam 
handover setting SATCOM hybrid latitude (Label 254) with specific values. 
After narrow beam transition from #90 to #91 (as per HSDU A741 real time traces, SATCOM logged 
on EMEA/Alphasat), ATN connection is not impacted by handover: 

- No SATCOM Leave event is issued to ATSU 
- No ATN connection loss 
- No CPDLC connection loss (UM289 received and acknowledged) 
- No ADS connection loss (following 5mn periodic contract reported on ground) 

 
The OVV is stated PASSED. 

8.1.3.2.9 ATC warnings 
 

Tests were performed on SA/ATM FIB, on which: 
- FWS is simulated and no audio HMI capability is enabled 
- ‘ATC MSG’ P/Bs are activated with continuous lighting vs. flashing illumination 

 
No inhibition mechanisms assessment has been processed, as per test procedure. 
No audio HMI assessment (low level oral alert – ATC audio after 10s, repetitive, with 10s frequency) 
in case of ATC uplink (UM285, or UM252, UM256, UM266, UM268, UM338, UM336 or UM289) has 
been processed. 
 
Nevertheless, audio oral alert mechanisms has been successfully verified by monitoring (sampling on 
CPDLC transactions) <ATC MESSAGE SOUND> parameter on ATSU SYS 1 bus (Label 272 bit 13) 
using Real time Arinc Reader (RAR) tool: 

- State 1 (<ATC MESSAGE SOUND ON>) after approx. 10s, repetitive with approx. 10s 
frequency after message reception on board 

 
‘ATC MSG’ P/Bs were activated during the following events: 

- ATC DISCONNECTED system message displayed, as a consequence to CPC user abort from 
ground system 

- Upon reception of UM#285 (CURRENT ATC UNIT [unitName]) 
- Upon reception of Loadable clearance Uplink messages 
- Upon reception of Standard clearance Uplink messages 
- Upon reception of  No answer Uplink messages 
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The OVV is stated PASSED. 
 

8.1.3.2.10 Communication status 
 
On DCDU is consistently displayed: 

- ‘SENDING’ in the information zone after SEND key has been pressed for one downlink 
message when CPDLC connection is active 

- ‘RECEIVD BY ATC’ in the information zone after reception of the LACK from ground 
- ‘ATC DATALINK COM NOT AVAILABLE’ as message system after loss of SATCOM 

communication means (log off) 
- ‘ATC DISCONNECTED’ as message system after loss of CPDLC connection 

 
On MCDU is consistently displayed: 

- <ACTIVE ATC> dashed value in CONNECTION STATUS  page after CPDLC end request 
automatically accepted by A/C 

- Respectively “All ATC Disconnect” command removed 
- <ACTIVE ATC> dashed value in CONNECTION STATUS  page after CPDLC User Abort 

request from ground (TESTEDYA) (and “All ATC Disconnect” command consistently 
removed) 

- <ACTIVE ATC> dashed value in CONNECTION STATUS  page after command of ‘All ATC 
DISCONNECT’ on MCDU leading to CPDLC User Abort indication on ground (commanded 
termination) (and “All ATC Disconnect” command consistently removed) 

- <NEXT ATC> valued in CONNECTION STATUS page with ATC GND CENTER ICAO code 
after reception of CPDLC start request message 

- <ACTIVE ATC> valued in CONNECTION STATUS page with ATC GND CENTER ICAO 
code after first CPDLC transaction 

 
Communication status displayed to the crew (DCDU and MCDU) is in conformity with the real status 
of the communication link with the ground. 
As per procedure, no ECAM display deals with the real status of the communication link. 
 
The OVV is stated PASSED. 

8.1.3.2.11 Unexpected Behaviours/Results 
No ATSU anomaly was noticed during the Phase 3 test campaign (January 15th session). 
No SATCOM anomaly was noticed during the Phase 3 test campaign (January 15th session). 
 
Supplementary notice: The following points are not considered as anomaly on IRIS Prototype 

- Satellite ID vs. AAP protocol primitives is hardcoded in SATCOM L1 prototype 
- CGI ATN Ground Gateway IP address is hardcoded in SATCOM L1 prototype 
- IMSI missing digit bug regarding access to SATCOM service (observed on L2 Prototype 

Flight Test unit during Flight Test Preparation at Flight Test A/C level) 
- ICAO code is hardcoded in HSDU IRIS (22047516) regarding access to SATCOM service 

(observed on L2 Prototype during Flight Test Preparation at Flight Test A/C level) 
 
 
The following issue is however under pending analysis: 

 (COTP4) Transport issue leading to ground (TESTEDYA) Disconnection Request and ADS 
provider abort 
 

 After analysis on MUAC (TESTEDYA) frontend (DLFEP) side, a limitation regarding the 
sizes of the reports managed (reports larger than 16Kbits) induces inability to manage 
correctly those reports and leads to spurious short term provider abort. It is to be noted that 
this anomaly is not specifically linked to the usage of SATCOM communication. 

 
The following table provides the status for each anomaly stated on ATSU IRIS CSBR8.3.3: 
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8.1.4.2 Recommendations 
 

In terms of operational validation, the phase 3 verification exercise was deemed satisfactory, no 
noticeable issue being detected during the tests session. A COTP4 Transport issue leading to ground 
(TESTEDYA) Disconnection Request and ADS provider abort is under investigation but this issue is 
probably linked to ground test means described in 4.2.1.  
 
Dealing with ADS-C performances assessment, test results only provide tendency regarding RSP 160 
compliance for the following reasons:  

- minimum sample size for time statistics computation was not met 
- partial representativeness of flight management  
- partial representativeness of network load  

 
Moreover performances were impacted by an ATSU limitation inducing supplementary delay (≥ 2 
seconds for 2mn periodic reports).  
 
However test results tend to comply with the Required Surveillance Performance nominal delivery 
time (DT95%) of 90 seconds. 
Reports including EPP with 128 waypoints would consist in upper limit to comply with the RSP. 
 
 
Dealing with CPDLC performances assessment, test results only provide tendency regarding RCP 
130 compliance for the following reasons: 

- minimum sample size for time statistics computation was not met 
- partial representativeness of flight management  
- partial representativeness of network load  

 
However CPDLC end to end transactions times are satisfying regarding CPDLC operational 
qualitative expectations. 
Delays are mostly due to operational issues (on board management of clearances with FMS) than 
Network delays. 

To achieve a better assessment of both ADS-C and CPDLC performances during the flight test, a 
larger amount of messages should be exchanged between MUAC and the A/C. This requirement will 
be hard to meet for CPDLC exchanges but it could be met for ADS-C exchanges by using ADS-C on 
event reports which would be sent on ‘waypoint sequenced” event. Such a procedure will not allow 
testing various size of ADS-C reports since there is no capability to dynamically modify that size and 
MUAC is not able to manage heavy ADS-C reports, but it will offer a better assessment of ADS-C 
performances for a given messages size.  
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9 Phase 4 - Verification Exercises reports 

9.1 Verification Exercise #1 Report 

9.1.1 Verification Exercise Scope 
The Phase 4 aims at assessing performances of SATCOM SBB subnetwork to exchange ATN data 
(including ADS-C INITIAL 4D data and CPDLC data) in flight, using dedicated SDU & ATSU IRIS 
prototypes and ATC ATN applications developed in the frame of the SESAR project WP9.1.  
A specific flight was planned between Toulouse and Balearic Islands on a LR flight test aircraft and 
was performed with Maastricht and Airbus (Toulouse Technique) ATC ground centres. 
 
The verification exercise for Phase 4 is in accordance with [8] Iris Precursor Verification Strategy.  

9.1.2 Conduct of Verification Exercise 

9.1.2.1 Verification Exercise Preparation 
The flight was foreseen to take place between Toulouse and Balearic Islands, with provider SITA 
Europe used with SATCOM only.  
Purpose of such a trajectory was to maximize number of SATCOM spotbeam handovers and to check 
that they were fully transparent to ATN over SATCOM connections.  
 
The flight occurred on A330 development aircraft, with the participation of Toulouse Technique 
ground station LFCB and real ATC SESAR centre TESTEDYA at Maastricht.  
 
On Ground Station side, Toulouse Technique ANETO tools simulated one ATC centre and one AOC 
centre:  

• AOC Centre = FANSH7X 
• ATC Centre 1 SESAR+ = LFCB 

 
Tests involving ADS-C messages were performed with MUAC and Toulouse Technique ATC ground 
centres. 
Tests involving CPDLC messages were performed with Toulouse Technique ATC ground centre.   
 
It was decided to mainly focus on ADS-C exchanges during the flight, especially on ADS-C On Event 
reports because:  

- ADS-C On Demand reports require more human intervention and there was no easy way to 
automate their transmission. 

- Currently, ADS-C periodic reports are not correctly handled, an untimely delay being 
systematically added to expected transmission period during previous tests.  

    
Performances requirements associated to ADS-C On Event reports seem also to be the most difficult 
to meet.  
 
Regarding on board configuration, the aircraft was equipped with ANETO A tool installed on a laptop 
embedded on board. Purpose of this tool was to allow simulation of an i4D capable FMS, as no i4D 
capable FMS was available for a LR aircraft. Wiring is described hereafter:    
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Figure 6: ANETO connection (A429) 

 
For tests post-processing, following means were used: 

- A replay of exchanges between ATSU and SDU (ARINC 429, A618 and applicative 
messages) by ANETO tool from FTI recording, 

- Applicative exchanges performed with Toulouse Technique were recorded on ground by 
ANETO All In One during the flight, 

- The crew wrote their observations on a logbook during the flight, 
- MUAC ground traces. 
- SATCOM logs 

9.1.2.2 Verification Exercise execution 
The flight took place February the 23th 2016. 
Trajectory followed by the aircraft is given hereafter: 
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That flight can be divided into 2 parts: 

- A first one from take-off until crossing back French border in Biarritz area 
- From Biarritz to Toulouse 

 
During the first part of the flight, numerous messages were exchanged: 

- ADS-C on event contract containing 20 waypoints established with MUAC 
- ADS-C on event contract containing 20 waypoints established with Toulouse Technique  
- CPDLC messages with Toulouse Technique  

 
An ADS-C report has been sent approximatively each 20 seconds towards the two ground centres. 
No problem has been observed during that phase.  
 
Once back in France, it was decided to increase the size of ADS-C reports from 20 waypoints to 128 
for the connection with Toulouse technique (see §9.1.2.3). No ADS-C report can then be forwarded to 
the ground due to an ADS-C application freeze, anomaly being already known. 

9.1.2.3 Deviation from the planned activities 
The following deviations were noticed compared to Flight preparation: 

- Event contract request for EPP with 20 waypoints instead of 128 waypoints: previous test 
phases showed that some problem may happen when exchanging ADS-C messages with 
128 waypoints  

- No log-on with TESTEDYA was possible: CM database did not contain that address. It was 
however possible to perform a CM CONTACT via LFCB.  

- ADS-C disconnection after engine shutdown could not be checked due to the ADS freeze that 
occurred at the end of the flight. 

9.1.3 Verification exercise Results 

9.1.3.1 Summary of Verification exercise Results 
See paragraph 4.1 for detailed results of this verification exercise. 
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9.1.3.2 Analysis of Verification Exercise Results 

9.1.3.2.1 CMA – Logon procedure 
The A/C initiated CM logon procedure was achieved with LFCB, up to CPDLC connection. 

- Transport connection is established for CM application  
- CM logon response is received with consistent versions of ADS and PM-CPDLC applications 
- MCDU notification page is consistently updated  
- Transport connection is released for CM application 
- CPDLC connection is established  

 
The VVO is stated PASSED. 
 

9.1.3.2.2 ADS-C contracts 

9.1.3.2.2.1 ADS-C contract management 
SATCOM/ATN network and IRIS Precursor avionics enabled to manage ADS-C contracts: 

- On Event contract requests from the ground, accepted by the A/C: requests received on 
board, associated ACK received on ground, 1st baseline report sent and received on ground 
and DCDU (resp. MCDU) display consistently updated ADS CONNECTED (1) 

- On Event contract connection cancellation from A/C: DISCONNECT order sent and received 
on ground (ADS user abort), DCDU (resp. MCDU) display consistently updated, no more 
event report transmission 

- Establisment of new contracts after the disconnection. 
 
The VVO is stated PASSED. 

9.1.3.2.2.2 ADS-C On Event contract 
 

SATCOM/ATN network and IRIS Precursor avionics enabled to perform ADS-C On Event contract 
operations: 

- Requests of event contracts from the ground, positively acknowledged by A/C 
event contract for EPP-change with EPP reporting & monitoring windows set to 20 waypoints 

- Event reports received on ground (downlinks under event processed: waypoint sequenced or 
inserted/deleted 

 
No issue was noticed when using reports containing 20 waypoints.  
 
In the 2nd part of the flight, it was decided to modify LFCB ADS-C contracts to switch to 128 waypoints 
but no message was then received on ground.  
 
There is an ATSU issue for the ADS message of 128 waypoints: the first part of the ADS report was 
sent by the ATSU, but the rest of the report was never sent, as if the ADS application had suddenly 
stopped. This message was retransmitted but no COTP4 acknowledgment was ever received.  
ADS reports of 128 waypoints were already successfully sent at laboratory, and no anomaly was 
observed. This problem is probably linked to the ADS freeze that was identified just after. This 
anomaly is already known.  
 
Regarding behaviour of IRIS systems, other points that were noticed may not be considered as “real” 
anomalies. They can probably be explained by the fact that ATSU was in a degraded state at this 
moment. They are given hereafter:   

- A reset of the VHF was observed at the end of the flight.  
- A CEASE IDRP was also received at the end of the flight. It is probably due to missing 

KEEPALIVE IDRP PDUs which were not received on ground any more. 
 
Moreover a datalink loss has also been detected. It is linked to an internal SATCOM error. This point 
is under investigation at Honeywell facilities.  
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9.1.3.2.6 ATC warnings 
 

No problem was detected by the crew during the flight test.  
 
The VVO is stated PASSED. 

9.1.3.2.7 Communication status 
 
No problem was detected by the crew during the flight test.  
 
The VVO is stated PASSED. 

9.1.3.2.8 Unexpected Behaviours/Results 
When not using reports with 128 waypoints, no issue was observed.  
But anomalies occurred after having switched to ADS-C message of 128 waypoints: no message was 
received on ground.  
This issue is probably linked to an ADS freeze that was identified just after. This anomaly is already 
known.  
At the end of the flight two anomalies were seen Unexpected outage and AAP packet loss. 

- Unexpected outage: the root cause was a conflict on the control bus between the SATCOM 
CP and the BCC. Possible solution in order to fix this issue are handle the exception on the 
BCC so that the link gets recovered, or adjust both CP and BCC software so that the control 
data have a higher priority over the control bus. 

- AAP packet loss: a large number of AAP packet loss was observed only in the air to ground 
direction. Load balancers were used to distribute traffic. The root cause was a wrong source 
port on the ADGW. That implies that load balancers would refuse connections for the same 
source/destination IP/port pairs and the packets would not being routed through to the 
GDGW. The fix was to change the source port of the ADGW so that a unique tuble could be 
obtained for front end and back end connections. 

Other anomalies were noticed but they may be not considered as “real” anomalies. They can probably 
be explained by the fact that ATSU was in a degraded state at this moment. 

9.1.4 Conclusions and recommendations 

9.1.4.1 Conclusions 
A large number of ADS-C reports with 20 waypoints and several CPDLC messages were sent to the 
ground during the first part of the flight test, from Toulouse until coming back to France.  

We can observe that the retransmissions after 10:00 were due to frames that were lost in the network. 
After analysis, it was found that there was a ground network issue: when the traffic is higher, a part of 
the traffic is sent to a second communication port that was badly configured. As consequence, the 
traffic sent to that second port was never delivered. 

Considering only the 1st part of the flight, post flight analysis have shown that the ATN link via 
SATCOM offered a performance compliant with performance requirements for both ADS-C and 
CPDLC messages. 
No major issue at ATSU or at SDU level was noticed and Satcom spotbeam handovers were 
transparent to the crew, no communication link disruption being observed.  
 
Tests performed can be considered as a satisfactory assessment of i4D operations in a realistic 
environment. 
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9.1.4.2 Recommendations 
 

As a complement of the flight test achieved during phase 4, another flight test with a real FMS would 
allow checking the performance in a more realistic environment.  
Other kinds of ADS-C report (i.e. On Demand and Periodic contracts) should also be tested to give a 
global assessment of ATN/SATCOM performances.  
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